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Spring Weekend!
April 8-10th

All Day, Every Day

Longwood College

Farmville Virginia

SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR

Step Show

pf -3

TWNDA

Oozeball Preliminary Matches

Fr„uy,-Ap"1 *

Many of the steps performed by each sorority or fraternity
have been done for years, but many chapters choose to add some
special aspect to the step to make it unique.
Many groups are known for some characteristic of their stepping techniques. For example, the members of Kappa Alpha Psi
make use of canes in their routines.
"A lot of students really look forward to the step shows, this
year more than ever because it's going to be a competition," says
Gary Austin, a member of Phi Beta Sigma. "It's an opportunity for
each organization to showcase their talents."
Because this is the first step show competition, everyone is
working hard to win the trophy. Some put in more than 4 hours of
practice per day.
Stepping can be physically demanding. A routine can become
exhausting after performing for a half an hour, which is the maximum
length of each performance during this year's competition.
Not only is stepping demanding physically, but also mentally,
"You have to totally relax or you will most likely make mistakes if
vour
concentration isn't focused on the performance," says Tracy
"Bone" Fisher of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity. "Lack of concentration
can lead to total mental breakdown," Fisher goes on to say.
The black greeks take their stepping very seriously. Not only
are they entertaining an audience, "we are carrying out a part of
our tradition," say Michelle Pointer of Alpha Kappa Alpha SororityThis may be the reason why the step shows have become popular among everyone, not just Longwoods black students.
If you're looking for some unique entertainment during Spring
Weekend, stop by the State Theatre and watch Longwoods black
greek organizations play out one of the many aspects of their very
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NUMBER TWENTY-THREE

%# Takes State Theatre Stage

By SHERI LYNN STANFORD
For many students, the high point of spring semester is Longwoods celebration of Spring Weekend.
One of the many different activities going on during this Spring
Weekend is the Black Greek Step Competition being held on Saturday, April 9 at 4 p.m. at the State Theatre on Main Street.
The six black greek sororities and fraternities competing in the
show are: Alpha Kappa Alpha; Delta Sigma Theta; Alpha Phi Alpha; Kappa Alpha Psi; Phi Beta Sigma; and Omega Psi Phi.
The step shows have usually been held in the Commons, located between Curry and Frazer Dorms. This year, "we'd like to
try something difTerent," says Lisa Redding of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority.
"The theatre allows a bigger stepping floor, and the use of a
stage gives each group a chance to add theatrics and props to their
performance if they choose," Redding adds.
Due to the growing popularity of step shows, the theatre will
also provide more audience seating than the Commons as well as
the use of lighting and sound equipment.
Another new twist to this semester's step show is that each
group will be competing against one another.
Each group will be judged on appearance, precision, creativity,
crowd appeal and difficulty.
There will be nine judges, six of whom will be an advisor or
graduate member representing each sorority or fraternity, and
three members of faculty and staff.
Stepping has been a tradition among black greeks for decades,
Members of each sorority or fraternity perform chants, songs or
raps and combine them with synchronized dance-like movements
called "steps."
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Admission Tours of Campus
Chili Cookoff Preparations
WLCX DJs on the lawn.
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Balloon Release
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First Neophyte Band Series
Performance
Coincides
*

Wlt/l
Tile
*
XKFoo Iron i% fC KV> C tl 11111 f> «2
WCCIVCIlUd TC»(IVUl«>
_ .__-__ _
By SCOTT LOVING
ov. .
. SophisfacaUd Noise, the first group participating in the WLCX
Senes of Neophyte Bands, will perform on Lankford Mall Sunday,
AP*110
-at 3:30 P'm1
'^ * band consists of Kevin Cox and his brother, Damn Cox,
ho
* **» a!t6"ultf bftw*en P*** and *■■* G"*ham Da™. Wboards; and Phred, the group s drum machine. Vocals art shared
by Kevinrou
and Damn.
*■• S P boasts • variety of rock and roll sounds, including a
few songs by the Police and several original works.
Sophisticated Noise formed as an artistic outlet for when the
3:30 band member, are not playing "serious stufr Kevin played in a
4*00 ^azx °mn^ ov,r ■• "ummer, but missed rock and roll.
_4:30
Tr^ event, sponaored by WI/^ ie rraa to the general public.
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Box 1133
Longwood College
Farmville Va. 23901
Editor-In-Chlef
Cathy Gaughran
Business Manager

When smoke gets
in your eyes. . .

Jeffrey D Martin

Features Editor
Melissa Glbbs

Fraternity and Sorority
Housing: To be or not to be?

Newt Editor
Matt Peterman

As at many other colleges, fraternities and sororities
have played a role in life at Longwood College for many
Sports Editor Emeritus
years. Unlike most other colleges, however, these organizaTim Oliva
tions have also gone without off-campus housing separate
Reigning Sports Editor
from non-Greeks at Longwood for several years.
Robert Wilkerson
The argument against this type of housing is that it
Photography Editor
would upset the peace for local residents, but there are
R. Bruce Gantt
many advantages that offset this excuse.
Advertising Manager
First, these houses would be bought by the school and
Somer Sloan
rented out by the fraternities or sororities. Second, there
would be more open residence and study rooms on campus
Advertising StaH
for non-Greeks, since many Greeks would be moving.
David Edwards
Third, Greek parties would be easier to arrange offTim Guthrie
Chapman Kester
campus, since there would be more space. Moreover, all of
Traci Moore
the noise created by fraternity parties,^tc. would be kept
Jesus Strauss
out of the campus dormitories.
Faculty Adviser
Finally, a fraternity or sorority could also hold more
Bill Woods
fund-raising events, such as movies or no-cost attractions
like dinners for under-privileged people.
Student Adviser
Of course, there is the noise problem for Farmville
Kim Setzer
residents. This could be solved if the houses were placed in
StaH writers credited with by
an area which would not disturb residents. If all parties in•ine on stories.
volved met with each other, it is likely a logical plan could
staff meetings are at 12:30 each be finalized. After all, the college makes this town what it is
Wednesday in the newspaper
office in Lankford (across from and its students deserve something in return.
Mark Kirk
the post office).
If you are interested in
working on the Rotunda staff
but cannot attend the meetings,
send your name, phone, and
box number to The Rotunda,
box 1133.
was not.
First of all, the production of
Grease was planned after S-UN
already had authorization to go
ahead with the 1964 concert.
The next problem arose
when it is taken into
Dear Editor:
I am writing due to the fact consideration that the AXP
that because of poor campus- Beach Party, while not offiwide planning, the Student cially started, had a group of
Please address contributions to
Union lost a total of $6000.00 party goers there sometime bethe ROTUNDA. Box 1133. Letters
on Feb. 27, 1988. This is ex- fore 10:30. This probably had a
are subject to editing. Please
type or neatly print any contremely unpleasant news, be- detrimental affect on the outtributions
cause the S-UN budget for 87- come of the concert.
88 was only $5000.00.
And, although the ROTC
Opinions
expressed
in
the
Feb. 27, 1988 was the Ball was held at HampdenROTUNDA do not necessarily
Saturday
that the 1964 concert, Sydney, it may have greatly
reflect those of the Longwood
the production of Grease, the reduced the number of potenCollege administration, staff or
AXP Beach Party, and the tial concert-goers.
students as a whole.
In order to schedule any
ROTC Ball at Hampden-SydDeadline fofarticles is 3 00 p.m.
event as it now stands, it is
ney were all planned for.
Friday prior to the Tuesday
There is supposed to be an necessary to go to the head of
publication date. Contributions
understanding that on nights the department, or person in
handed In within 3 hours before
that S-UN has arrangements to charge of the organization that
deadline should be placed in the
provide some form of enter- it is to be presented by to get
envelope on the Publications Of
tainment for the student body, authorization. In many cases,
fice door in Lankford. Letters,
no one may start activities un- such as this one, much confupersonals, etc. are due on the
til after S-UN is finished. This sion is created by this process.
office door by midnight Sunday.
would be a nice agreement if it This time the problem hapwas followed exactly, which it pened to be too many events on

It has happened to almost everyone. You enter an elevator and you are greeted by a milky haze and putrid tobacco odor. These signs tell you one thing: smoker on board.
It is bad enough that these people are creating a fire
hazard and breaking a law. But what about the personal
harm being done to the non-smoking faction at Longwood
College?
Riding the elevator from one floor to the next takes
about 10 seconds, but it only takes three seconds for
cigarettes to cause harm, even to non smokers. Being in a
small area like an elevator for that amount of time with
someone with a lit cigarette has several harmful effects. It
increases heart rate and blood pressure and replaces oxygen in the blood with carbon monoxide — not to mention
the smell it leaves in your clothes and hair.
Also, there are people who have allergies to tobacco
smoke. Just riding in an elevator with a lit cigarette can
cause any number of reactions.
To smoke or not to smoke, it's personal choice. But
smokers, have a heart, take consideration when riding the
elevator. Put your cigarette out before you get on or light it
up when you get off.
When you see someone puffing away on an elevator
ride, ask them to stop. Point out that it is a fire hazard and
a law violation. Do what you have to, but have them put out
the cigarette. It may only be a 10 second ride, but it's your
life.
Karen Beattie

To the Editor

Poor planning

affects turnouts

ROTUNDA
POLICY

one night, but the reverse is often demonstrated when there
are absolutely no events on
others.
Because scheduling tends to
be so poorly planned, many of
the campus activities fail. It
seems that a logical solution
would be to institute an office
expressly for the purpose of deciding who may provide what
activities at what times. This
way there would be a largely
reduced amount of over and
under scheduling. This may not
affect any off-campus activities,
but it will decrease much
wasted time, effort, and money
on unattended and underattended events for all organizations.
Kimberly E. Justis
Oops! Apologies
to Tracey McGregor for falsely labeling her as an
"anti-placquer"
last week.

r

Greek plaque
conundrum
lives on. . .
To The Editor:
I've been reading a lot about
'Greek Plaques' recently in The
Rotunda. It strikes me, after
seeing the name-calling put
forth in an unsigned GDI
letter, and in Ms. Stockwell's
letter, that the issue isn't
whether or not Greeks can put
up their Letters, but rather
whether or not GDI's are better
than Greeks or vice versa.
I'd like to attempt to answer
some of the arguments raised
on both sides, both of which I
deem ridiculous (and therefore
get some of my own namecalling in).
First, on the GDI side: why
do you consider these plaques
(and perhaps the Greeks as
well) garbage? The plaques
(and the Greeks) do add a bit of
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color and flavor to this college.
The Greek System provides a
'family away from family'; i.e.
something 'special' to its memben.
In making border distinctions, you sometimes have to
let everyone else know
LOUDLY, that you consider
yourself different from the
masses. There is absolutely
nothing wrong with this—it's
natural.
It seems as though a section
of GDI's are frightened of being
'outside' a Greek group. My
word on this parallels Peter
Gabriel's: "there's safety in
numbers/when you learn to divide," meaning if you're scared
of being 'outside', make an effort to get 'inside'.
Finally, think: What will
plaques, Greeks, or GDI's matter to you in 5 years?
Next, to the Greek side.
Definitely not all, maybe not
most, but many Greeks'
attitudes I've run across are
that, "if you ain't Greek, you're
excrement." This is fairly
apparent in Ms. Stockwell's
letter, she points out that "the
Greek System is the backbone
of Longwood College." This idea
holds about as much water as
the one about the Earth being
flat. As much as some Greeks
would like this to be, it simply
isn't.
Since the intended purpose
of coming to Longwood is to
learn, and not to party, it
seems to me that the "backbone
of Longwood" is the student
body and the professors,
working together.
As to GDI's reaping the harvest of the Greeks, this is only
partly true. In my time here, I
have seen a large number of
Greeks at GDI 'functions'
(which may or may not have
been legal parties, but since
they do happen, so there's no
point in ignoring their existence).
To those Greeks who think
that Longwood will fall apart
without them, I offer a quip
Last year 105,000 Americans
under age 65 died of heart attacks.
In fact, 45 percent of all heart
attacks happen to people younger
than 65. If you're old enough
to be concerned about heart disease, be wise enough to take
the steps recommended by the
American Heart Association
to reduce your risk. Don't smoke.
Reduce the fat and cholesterol
in your diet And control high blood
pressure. Act now Because
it's never too early to start taking
care of yourself.

American Heart
Association

More To The Editor
from Frank Zappa: "Just remember, there's a whole lot
more of us UGLY mothers out
there, than there are of you
BEAUTIFUL people."
In closing, I offer the
thoughts that both GDIs and
Greeks have their strengths
and weaknesses, and more
importantly, an organism, at
war with itself, cannot
accomplish much.
—Eric Franklin
A Signer of the
Gamma Delta Iota
Flag

of my friends involved in those
groups I will admit that some
do a lot of good around our fair
campus.
Not every organization was
presented with an offer of
putting up a plaque. Yes I'm a
GDI. I think we should make
the walls student activity oriented. Oops I forgot, the service
fraternity was told there was
no more room on the "walls".
Guess the Longwood Players
(my group) don't stand a chance
of getting up there, and we
have a cute plaque. Guess I'm

CLEAN TABLES OCCUPY
YOUR MINDS?
While I have your attention
1 want to complain about a few
other things. Let's hear it for
faculty and staff driving on the
sidewalks. Do these people
know where the road is? I
think I found a solution to the
parking problem, just park on
the sidewalk. Maybe we can't
get away with it because we
pay the school and not visa
versa.
Let's hear it for dragging
yourself to class when you're

4-88-14

Everybody who's anybody
reads the Rotunda
A Concerned
Student
Finally Signs
A Letter!
Well Hot Damn, it's about
time Longwood had some good
controversy going on! I haven't
heard such gabbing since Jeff
Abernathy was editor of this
fine paper. Remember when he
put cows on the cover right after the Miss Longwood
Pageant?
I don't like the Greek
Plaques. I think it's biased. Not
everyone wants to pay $300 a
year to an organization so they
can know what to wear on
Wednesdays. But for the sake

sounding sarcastic.
As far as "hosting" a local
drinkery is concerned, all I've
seen is the organization associating within themselves:
their night out. I thought hosts
were supposed to mingle and
make everyone comfortable and
happy. I'm just glad that when
I attended these hosted events
I went with a group of friends I
didn't have to buy.
About cleaning the tables —
the situation has gotten better
over the years and I'm sick of
reading about it. Maybe we
could read about the Honor
Code instead, or the correct
way of putting toilet paper on
the dispenser. Maybe someone
could complain about the filthy
goldfish pond outside Stevens.
DOESN'T ANYTHING BUT

Don't be dead certain
you're too young to have a
heart attack.

near death and having one of
our learned educators complain
that your coughing and sneezing are distracting.
I won't even mention teachers that are never in their office
during office hours or advisors
that make you take unnecessary classes. Remember preregistration a few years ago? I
was late to rehearsal (a student
activity) because I had to attend a lecture on student activities in order to pre-register.
I would, as a senior, also say
good riddance to Rick "do we
have a building called South
Cunningham" Weible; to Financial Aid Office (Wall Street
they ain't); to campus police
who were out giving parking
tickets when the Deltas and Pi
Kapps started fighting.

Long ago I said goodbye to a
thing called mixers in the
Lower Dining Hall. There used
to be more than just eating going on down there.
I miss not seeing Jan
Greenwood at school functions.
I did see her pass through
Lankford Mall last year -'uring
the graduation party. I felt the
need to hide my beer.
For those Greeks and GDIs
that are so in favor of non-conformity, I like to ask why so
many people label themselves
"concerned student" when they
write to the paper. Have some
guts and some pride in being
an individual. I really do like
Longwood, but I bet I fooled ya
— a concerned student
Jenny Johnson
To The Editor:
Should the student body be
denied privileges to an athletic
facility which has ample space
and is much in demand?
Longwood possesses a
generous-sized weight room
which could easily provide the
student body with the facilities
needed to maintain a health
regime, yet the weight room is
open only at odd hours and only
for a few hours at a time.
By opening the weight room
to students at various hours,
the college is providing an
outlet by which students can
find a release for all the builtup pressures of the day and at
the same time build their
physical stamina.
On the other hand,
Longwood has to provide and
pay someone willing to watch
and possibly assist all who use
the weight facilities. Student
safety is one of the main concerns any campus faces.
It seems that a compromise
could be reached in this
situation. The college could
allow students to run the facility, and instead of receiving
money, the students could be
allowed to use the weight room
as a type of payment.
Ryan Gills

THE ROTUNDA
IS ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR THE
1988-89 ADVERTISING MANAGER

ANYONE INTERESTED IN THIS POSITION,
PLEASE CONTACT
S0MER SLOAN AT

392-7898
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Softball Team Win
Six in a Row
Longwood got its sixth win
in a row in the third game
against Coastal Carolina, but
the Lady Lancers needed another extra inning to do so.
Again tied 3-3 after seven,
Longwood went to work and
got three runs in the top of the
eighth. Coastal Carolina got one
run in the bottom of the inning
as Longwood held on to a 6-4
victory. Hall proved to be
Longwood's best performer in
the tourney as she hit 3-5 with
two RBIs, including the game
winner against Coastal Carolina.
Despite out-hitting UNC-

Wilmington 12-7 and committing fewer errors (1-2), Longwood fell 5-4 in its final game of
the tourney and finished third.
The Lady Lancers came to bat
in the bottom of the seventh
down 5-3. Hall started things
off right with her second homer
of the season, but Wilmington
retired the next three LC batters
to get the win and move to the
tourney championship.
Coughlin and her team will
have another chance to capture
a tournament title this weekend
at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro.

Music Recital Packs
Wygal
By MARY HILL
On Sunday, March 27 at 4
p.m., the Wygal Recital Hall
was full of expectant students,
faculty and parents waiting for
Wendy Palmore and Paul
Dembowski to present their
music recital. ,,
Palmore, a senior music
major, demonstrated her talents
on the flute, while Dembowski,
a junior music major, played
the euphonium. The unique
mixture of instruments helped
to make an interesting concert.
A Bach sonata for flute began the afternoon's performance. Palmore played with
confidence and showed obvious
enjoyment in her music.
Dembowski followed with a
euphonium composition by
David Uber entitled "A
Delaware Rhapsody." This
piece was full of rich tones and
produced many colorful images in the listener's mind.
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Another piece played by
Dembowski was "Largo al Factotum" from the opera "The
Barber of Seville." The audience
was favorably responsive to the
familiar piece as well as the excellent performance.
The last piece of the recital,
Claude Boilings "Suite for Flute
and Jazz Piano," disproved the
myth that all solo flute music
has to sound classical. The blues
professions and jazzy rhythms
in the song support this.
Mrs. Nancy Sherman
accompanied every piece with
the exception of Palmore's presentation of "Syrinx" by Claude
Debussy. Sherman's excellent
piano performance added to
each piece without detracting
from the students.
The combined talents of
Dembowski and Palmore made
this recital one of the best this
writer has ever attended at
Longwood College.

COME BY AFTER THE FESTIVITIES AND
RETURN THIS COUPON FOR

$

2°° OFF OUR
POTATO SKINS

£| III

Restaurant and Delicatessan
200 E. THIRD ST., FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
PHONE 392 8077

DON'T MISS OUR OUTDOOR DECK

Grand Opening!

"|
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Here's Looking At Longwood
Stop Complaining
2) The newly added walk- state will vote July 1 on fundBy MONIQUE
way to the student mailboxes ing the project, according to Mr.
VOEHRINGER
have been lined with shrubs Wadi Williams of the physical
& VERONICA KLARAS
plant.
So often one can hear stu- and wooden railroad ties.
3) Trees have been planted
The library will be located in
dents complaining, "What has
alongside
Curry
Residence
the
day student parking lot;
Longwood done for me?" To
answer that question, just take a Hall, adjacent to the physical stylewise, it will tie the new arlook. Many displays of Long- plant. This addition adds color chitecture on campus in with
wood's efforts in its plans to and flair to one of the main en- the old. The lost parking places
will be compensated for with a
beautify the campus and ac- trances to the campus.
4)
Auxiliary
parking
is
being
parking lot south of the high
commodate its students are
added
across
from
the
Wynne
rises.
now in effect. To mention a few
Building.
The basement of Coyner has
projects:
5)
Curry
is
in
the
process
of
been
subject to severe damp1) A sitting area has been
installing
new
washers
and
ness. Waterproofing of the
added on the corner of the Studryers.
Redecoration
of
the
building
is scheduled for early
dent Union, across the street
wash
rooms
is
also
in
planning.
May.
from South Cunningham.
Not
only
is
Longwood
curLongwood is concerned
Benches to read, sleep, study, or
rently
enhancing
our
campus,
with the improvement of camjust relax, have been placed in a
but
the
school
has
also
made
pus facilities and beautification.
bed of stones. An information
kiosk is being placed in the future plans for additional So the next time you ask "What
middle of this quaint resting projects. The largest of the pro- is Longwood doing for me?"
ground. The area is perfect for jects planned involves a new li- stop and ask yourself "What
the beautiful spring days to brary that will cost between 7 can I do for Longwood?"
and 7 1/2 million dollars. The
come.
KEY BUDGET REQUESTS
AFTER RICHMOND
LONGWOOD'S CAPITAL OUTLAY REQUESTS
1988-90
LONGWOOD REQUE ST
MARCH 1987
New Library Construction
Grainger Renovation
Maintenance Reserve
Wynne Renovation

APPROVED BY

GEN. ASSEMBLY-MARCH 1988
- $7,459,400
- $2,883,400
-$1,526,000
- $1,071,000

$6,027,542*
$367,320**
$975,219
-0-

LONGWOODS BUDGET ADDENDUM REQUESTS
1988-90
Uncontrollable Costs
$ 743,470
(Utilities, Auditing, Insurance)
Computing Hardware/Softwj ire 2,171,030
Maintenance Contracts
$ 250,187
107,223
Student Assessment
307,097
$
131,613
1
Academic Services Center
186,067
$
79,743
2
Virginia Writing
173,670
$
42,600
Business Innovation Ctr.
$

$214,359
91,872
$96,845
41,505
$128,744
55,176
1
0
$152,180
0
49,678
0

0
Literacy Center

$

New Positions
Telecommunications

$

165,220
2
18
169,897
72,813
2

0
0
19.34 ***
0
0
0

Student Financial Asst.
$382,557
Appropr. Increase
$ 1,100,000
*This provides the funds necessary to construct the new library at Longwood. Furnishings and equipment money will be in addition to this amount and will be funded in subsequent
capital budget cycles. Actual construction of the new library should begin in late summer or
early fall.
**Longwood requested this project be reduced in scope to address the water infiltration
problems only.
***College requested 18 faculty positions; received 19.34 restricted postions (enrollment
based) - some faculty, some classified.
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Longwood
Alumni
Beyond
LongWOod
Summer
In
J
n
Salzburg Student Bound Agree
For
State, National, and
Liberal
London
Foreign News
Arts
Degree
Is A Plus

Middle East, Edwin
Meese, and
Postal Increase
MATT PETERMAN ^} The increased revenue, the
w By
Secretary of State George postal service will bring in Shultz arrived in the Middle
East yesterday to hold talks
with Arab and Israeli leaders in
order to achieve "A Little
Progress - measured in small
increments."
This is the third trip Shultz
has taken to get a peace process
started, in the Middle East,
which consequently will proba-,
bly not be his last.
"I feel in my bones that
there's an answer out there if
you can only find it," Shultz was
quoted in The Washington Post.
"If I didn't feel there was an answer, maybe I wouldn't have
the energy to keep trying,"
According to the Post: "The
U.S. peace proposal is based on
a "land for peace" formula that
calls for Israel to surrender territories to Jordonian control in
exchange for recognitions by its
Arab neighbors."
Attorney General Edwin
Meese III has rode out the latest
controversy which began with
two top aides of Meese resigning, claiming with Meese
around the Justice Department
can't function properly.
A big factor, Meese's firmness not to resign came when
the independent counsel investigating Meese had no plans to
indict Meese in events in
Meese's past.
Reagan remains solid behind
Meese and will probably do so
unless a scandal should bring
Meese down.

predicted to cost the average
American an extra ten dollars a
year - will go toward preventing the service from going into
the red line last year.
Beginning last Sunday,
postage rates in first-class letters rose from 22 cents to 25
cents. The cost of a post card
rose from 14 cents to 15 cents.

The AUSTRO-AMERICAN
SOCIETY in cooperation with
the Goethe Institute has organized the Salzburg Summer
School in Austria sponsored by
the University of Salzburg.
This program is offered to all
those interested in German as
a foreign language whether it
be a major or a minor. The program will run six weeks from
July 3 through August 13,
1988. Part of the program is a
six week intensive German
course with seminars in music,
history, art, and literature.
This program also includes
leisure time programs as well
as Festival tickets. All of the
above with room and full board
on campus is at a fixed price of
$1,600. If you are interested in
learning more about this opportunity, see Dr. J. Reynolds
in the English, Philosophy, and
Modem Language Department
in Grainger Room 12. You may
also contact the Austro-American Society by writing to: Austro-American Society, Schubertring 6,1010 Vienna, AUSTRIA
OR Institute of International
Education, 809 United Nations
Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10017

Spy To Speak
By NANCY RUFF
A former spy, who bills himself as an author, physicist and
muckraker, will speak Wednesday, April 6, at 8 p.m. in the Gold
Room.
Peter N. James will present James VI, a program on international espionage, combining elements of his previous lectures on
8Uch topicg a8 Soviet weaponry, government competition and
weaknesses in national security.
James, trained in physics and employed by Pratt and Whitney
for nine years, traveled extensively and was also involved with the
CIA and Air Force Intelligence. Under the guise of attending
scientific conferences, he claims to have met numerous Russian
scientists, engineers and espionage agents.
In an 800-page document for the Air Force Intelligence, James
pointed out Russian capabilities to reload their ICBM launch silos,
the existence of a space shuttle program, and military plans in
space. He also met "Father of the Sputnik," Leonid Scdor ind
Nikolai Beloussoy, the KGB agent who engineered the Chri ine
Keeler affair.
In 1971, Pratt and Whitney fired the outspoken engineer ter
he revealed plans to expose corruption within the military-i: ustrial complex. However, his quest for truth paid off when Congress
and the media focused attention on his findings.
James also assisted Senator Sam Ervin's Watergate Committee,
Senator Frank Church's Select Committee on Intelligence, and the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee in their efforts to expose
questionable government operations.
More recently, Nicaraguan nationalist Eden Pastera requested
James to represent him in the Iran-Contra hearings.
James has called for a congressional investigation to determine
the U.S. role in the attempt on Pastera's life in Costa Rica, which
led to the death of a journalist.
The ex-spy also wants to know if the U.S. tried to turn Costa
Rica voters against President Oscar Arias in the '86 election. The
incumbent was not supportive of U.S. Central America's policies.

ByMICHELE
CIPOLLETI
London bound Betsy Chalfant will graduate this spring
with a BA in Anthropology and
a minor in Sociology.
During her four years of
study she has been a Resident
Assistant in North Cunningham for three years, an
Ambassador for two years, a
member of the Honors
Program, and is soon to be an
initiate of Alpha Kappa Delta,
the International Sociology
Honors Society.
The Summer of 1986 found
her in Petra, Jordan for a six
week archaeological dig. She
went with students from the
University of Utah and met
students from Belgium, Germany, and Switzerland.
This coming October she will
take on a graduate study at
the University of London. After
a year she will graduate with a
master in Museum studies.
She has always had a fascination with London and would
like to remain there and work
in a British Museum.
She emphasized the fact
that she loves the Departments
of Anthropology and Sociology.
"The people are friendly. They
care about you, and I will miss
them."

By CHERYL JEFFREY
On March 29th, the social
sciences department presented
an alumni panel, the members
of which discussed their job
search and careers since graduating. The majors represented
included anthropology, sociol°gy> political science, and psychology.
Most of these Longwood
alumni entered the job field
soon after graduating, although
some went on to graduate
school. One alumni on the panel
is currently a student at the
University of Richmond Law
School.
Professions these panel
members have entered into include such positions as an archaelogical field director, a
worker's compensation analyst,
and a juvenile probation counselor.
A main point stressed by
many of the graduates was the
flexibility of a liberal arts degree. The panel members felt
that employers like the possibilities a liberal arts degree presents because they can train
employees with such a background for work in a variety of
positions.
The successful careers of the
graduates can be a reassurance
to present students pursuing a
social science degree.

CLASSIE CUTS
117 SOUTH MAIN STREET (Across From Popes)

PHONE 392-6655

*5

40 FOR ALL
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9
9
9
9
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Lee's Greatest
SCEB Cites Decline in Teachers
Triumph Reenacted
Members
of
the
STONEWALL BRIGADE, Living Historians for Virginia met
this week with the staff of Fort
A. P. Hill to finalize arrangements for the reenactment of
the Battle of Chancellorsville.
The event will take place at
Fort A. P. Hill on Sunday, May
1st, 1988 at 2:00 p.m., rain or
shine.
Over 2600 reenactors will
take part in this recreation of
General Lee's greatest triumph
and will reenact the Flank
March around "Fightin' Joe"
Hooker's troops and the
wounding of General Jackson
by the North Carolinians, Units
from throughout the country,
including California, Texas, the
Mid West and Canada have already registered and include
infantry, cavalry and artillery
units.
On Sunday, the gates will
open at 9:00 a.m. and the public is invited to spend time before the reenactment viewing
Living History Programs or attending the review of the
troops. Non-denominational
services will be conducted at
10:00 a.m. by the Reverend
Alan Farley. Rev. Farley, a
minister and founder of Ministries for Reenactors, portrays
a Civil War Pastor, complete

with authentic garb, period
tracts and furnishings and conducts services in an authentic
facsimile Civil War tent.
Food and drinks will be
available and advance tickets
to this event may be purchased
by calling 703/266-3632. Tickets are $2 per adult and $1 per
child under twelve. A special
express lane will be set up for
advance ticket holders.
Fort A. P. Hill is located just
outside of Bowling Green, Virginia, approximately 15 miles
south of Fredericksburg via I95 and Route 2 and 30 miles
north of Richmond via 1-95,
Route 207 or Route 301. Entrance to the post is through
either the Main Gate on Route
301 or at the Ville Boro Gate on
Route 2.
Living Historians for Virginia is a non-profit organization dedicated to the preservation of sites connected with
events of the American Civil
War and to promoting a better
understanding of the historical
events and people who contributed to the State of Virginia. The organization also
supports related community
activities and preservationsefforts through charitable
contributions and donations.

In most Southern Regional
Education Board states, the
number of students graduating
from teacher education programs today is a fraction of
what is was in the 1970s. In a
few states there are signs that
this is changing. Declines in
teacher education graduates
have leveled off in Georgia and
Virginia; Louisiana and Oklahoma have had increases since
1983; and Alabama, Arkansas,
and Maryland have shown recent gains.
Several SREB states rely on
other states for substantial
numbers of their teachers-almost half of the initial teaching
certificates issued in Florida,
North Carolina, and South Carolina go to out-of-state graduates.
SREB states are taking actions to expand the pool of
teachers. Teacher salaries have
risen by more than 40 percent
(a faster rate of increase than
that for the nation) in a majority of the SREB states since the
early 1980s. Other efforts involve loan-scholarship programs, incentive programs for
teachers, and alternate teaching
certification for liberal arts
graduates.
There is evidence that admissions to teacher education
programs are increasing and
recent national surveys of high

1
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SPORTSWEAR SALE
APRIL 7 THRU 9

Save 40%

Save 50%

Liz Cl a I borne' skirts, pants, shirts,
sweaters, jackets and shorts from the
Lizwear collection. Mint. Missy sizes
4-14. Reg. $38 $86.

J.Q. Hook" cotton chambray skirt with
sailboat print. Missy sizes 616. Reg. $86.

8.99

Junior swlmwear from Saaaafraa; Beach
Party; Bare Assets' and Catallna*
Junior. 1 piece and 2 piece styles.
Reg. $24$36.

Gloria Vanderbtir knit shirts. Missy
sizes S,M,L. Reg. $16.

school seniors planning to attend college show that about
one of 14 plan to prepare to
teach. This is up from approximately one of 25 earlier this
decade.
•14 of the 15 SREB states
have implemented alternative
certification programs that allow college graduates with liberal arts degrees to qualify to
teach. The Tennessee Higher
Education Commission and the
State Board of Education have
approved policies to develop
such a program as a part of a
teacher education reform plan.
•In 12 of the 13 SREB states
that have loan-scholarship programs for prospective teachers,
funding and the number of
scholarships available increased last year.
•Five states (Arkansas,
Georgia, North Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia) have task
forces to propose solutions to
the problem of decreasing
numbers of minorities entering
teaching. The reports from the
task forces sponsored by the
National Governor's Association are expected to be completed by June 30.
•South Carolina supports a
joint school-college Teacher
Cadet Program to interest high
school students in teaching.
Students participate in teaching-related activities, including
a course for three hours of college credit.
•Florida, North Carolina,
South Carolina, and Virginia
have special programs to retrain teachers for science and
mathematics. Funding last year
ranged from $1 million to $10
million per state.
•Florida, North Carolina,
Oklahoma, South Carolina, and

Virginia have established state
centers to assist in recruiting
teachers.
•In Mississippi, the University of Southern Mississippi offers a half-tuition rebate to
state-certified teachers wishing
to become re-certified in mathematics, science, foreign languages, or special education.
•As a part of a five-year
education reform plan, the governor of Alabama recommended an appropriation of
$125,000 for 1988-89 to boost
the alternative certification
program.
SREB's A Progre$$ Report
and Recommendation* on
Educational Improvements in
the SREB States (1987) recommends that:
States should develop alternative certification programs to
allow liberal arts graduates to
become fully certified as teachers. The programs should be
joint, systematic, and structured school-college efforts
with closely supervised internships during the first full year
of employment.
Expanding the pool of
potential teachers through
loan-scholarship and retraining
programs should be continued.
States that are not carefully
monitoring loan-scholarship
programs should do so to
determine if the programs are
successful in getting teachers
into the classroom.
More detailed information
will be found in SREB's new
"Alternative Certification Programs: Are They Working?"
Copies are available from the
Southern Regional Education
Board, 592 Tenth St. NW, Atlanta, GA 30318.

Got A Story?
Tell
It
To

The

12.99

IEGGETT OF LONGWOOO VILLAGE
PHONE 392 8843
OPEN MON SAT. 10 TIL 9 CLOSED SUNDAY
USE YOUR LEGGETT CHARGE MASTERCARD VISA OR AMERICAN EXPRESS

Rotunda
Box 1133
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Jackson, Cricione Boost LC Win
Homeruns by Robert Jackson and Pete Criscione helped
Longwood win three of five
games last week on the diamond, but looming ahead for
the Division II Lancers are
games against three solid Divisional I opponents.
Longwood, 15-8, will be
tested by single games at Virginia Commonwealth Tuesday,
at Richmond Friday and at
Christopher-Newport Saturday, plus a mid-week twin bill
at Radford Wednesday.
The Lancers, hitting .338 as
a team, exploded for 38 runs to
win their final three games last
week, after falling at Liberty 96 Monday and at St. Augustine's 4-3 Thursday. Longwood
buried the Falcons 15-10 in the
second half of a doubleheader
and then blistered Maryland
Eastern Shore 9-4 and 14-0 in
five innings at home Saturday.
Jackson, a .380 hitter with 29
RBIs, belted a three-run dinger
to propel Longwood to its first
game win over UMES Saturday. Mark Moeller drove in
two runs and Bill Conroy three
to give freshman Dennis Hale
all the support he needed.
Hale moved his record to 3-0
with a complete game performance, but missed a chance for
a no-hitter and a shutout in the
seventh inning. Hale was
touched for three runs on three
hits and three walks in the final

frame, after holding UMES hitless for six innings. The
righthander had allowed just
one runner to reach base until
the seventh.
Sophomore Bobby Johnson
pitched five shutout innings in
the nightcap to pick up his first
win of the season as Longwood
won 14-0. Benefitting from 11
walks, Longwood was led by
Mike Lauffers three RBIs and
two hits. Lauffer and Conroy
had two-run doubles in a ninerun first inning.
Criscione, a sophomore second baseman, equaled last
year's homerun total in one day
at St. Augustine's, blasting a
homer in each game and driving in four runs. Moeller also
homered for the Lancers in
game two, and Frankie Watson
plated four runs with a pair of
hits.
In the opener, Steve Gedro
pitched well, allowing just two
earned runs on eight hits, but
Longwood failed to support
him at the plate.
The Lancers almost squandered a big lead in the second
game, but freshman Keith
Covington came on to shut-out
the Falcons over the final two
and one/third innings. Covington, who has a sparkling earned
run average of 0.97, picked up
his first career victory.
While he only drove in two
runs for the week, senior short-

• >

Keith Covington winning pitcher at St. Augustine's

stop Kelvin Davis kept his batting average up. Davis is hitting
.562 with 38 RBIs, nine doubles,
four triples and eight homers.
Jackson is next at .380 with 29
RBIs and equals Davis' run total of 32.
Moeller, a consistent hitter
all season, is batting .354 with
21 RBIs, seven doubles and five
homers. Criscione is hitting .343
with 15 RBIs from his leadoff
spot. Robbie Smith is batting
.371 and Conroy has boosted
his average .296 with 19 RBIs,
six doubles and four homers.
Tina Hall rips a hit for Longwood Softball Team.

Open Recreational
Swim Schedule
Lancer Pool
March 21-May 6

Pete Criscione turns
double play for Lancers. He
had two homers Thursday.

Lancer
Edition
Longwood College's Lancer
Edition will give a concert on
Thursday evening, April 7, at
7:30 in Wygal Auditorium.
The program will feature
music from the 40's, including
"Tuxedo Junction," "This Joint
Is Jumpin'," and "Sentimental
Journey;" a selection of Beatles'
tunes and other pieces from the
50's and 60s; a medley of
Rodgers and Hammerstein
works from their Broadway
hits; and several contemporary
songs.
The Lancer Edition is composed of eight voices and two
keyboardists. John Campbell,
instructor of music, directs the
ensemble and plays one of the
keyboards.
The Lancer Edition entertained recently at the Miss
Longwood Pageant and the
Farmville Rotary Club's 50th
anniversary dinner. On March
30, they performed at Baasett
and Salem high schools. They
will go to the Tidewater area on
April 12 for performances at
Lake Taylor High School in
Norfolk and Ferguson High
School in Newport News.
The Lancer Edition concert
it open to the public free of
charge.

Monday — 7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Tuesday — 1:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m., 7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Wednesday — 7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Thursday — 1:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m., 7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Friday — *3:30 p.m. 5:00 p.m.
Saturday — •1:30 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
Sunday — •1:30 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
•Also children/spouses of Longwood students,
faculty and staff.

— REWARD —
Solid black, long-haired, de-clawed female
cat disappeared from home near old
Farmville High School, (1st Avenue Field),
Sunday, March 20. Cat needs medication.
May have flea collar with bell.
392-9842 or 11 a.m.-7 p.m. 492-3101

Stop By And Bring Your Parents I
#

Bit 0 Country Charm
And Betsy's Gifts
?*2Ztt

PRESENT A

MENAGERIE OF
COUNTRY
COLLECTABLES

• Teddy Bears • Raggedy And Dolls
• Lee Middleton Dolls • Rabbits
• Pot Pouri • Cotton Afghans
• Lap Robes Antiques
308 N. Main Stroot, Farmville. va. — Phono 392-6792
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Senior rightfielder Tina Hall helped Longwood to three wins in
the UNC Wilmington Softball Tournament and five wins total last
week. For her performance, Hall has been named Longwood
College Player of the Week for the period of March 27-April 3.
Player of the Week is chosen by the Longwood sports information
office.
In the Wilmington tournament Hall batted .529 as she
collected nine hits in 17 at-bats, scored three runs, knocked in
eight, and hit two doubles, a triple, and a homer. The Lady Lancer
co-captain also stole one base in her only attempt as she helped
the team to an overall record of 9-3, the best start ever for a
Longwood softball team.
Hall, the number three hitter in the Longwood line-up,
currently leads the team in at-bats (45), hits (21), RBIs (16),
doubles (3), triples (3), stolen bases (4-4), fielding percentage
(1,000), and batting average (.467). Hall, who last year was
nationally ranked tenth in batting (.453) and seventh in homeruns
(4 in 19 games), bes been consistent thus far this season and
should again rank among the batting leaders in NCAA Division II
softball.
A graduate of Dinwiddie High School, Hall is majoring in physical education at Longwood. Co-MVP of last year's Lady Lancer
softball squad, she played softball and basketball at Dinwiddie.

TINA HALL

Lady Lancer Golfers Tie Deacons,
Minnesota For Third At Duke
Red-hot Longwood broke nior Leigh Russell 85-81-81the school record for 54-holes 247.
and tied Wake Forest and Min"We played out of our
nesota for third place in the . minds," said a delighted coach
Duke spring women's golf Barbara Smith. "I couldn't be
invitational at Duke University more pleased, and the thing I'm
Golf Course in Durham, North happiest about is that each
Carolina over the weekend.
member of the team conSolid play from all five tributed to our showing. Our
golfers enabled coach Barbara seniors have played at Duke for
Smith's team to shoot 312-307- four years and they were de306-925 and beat the Longwood termined to do well."
record of 928 set in 1984 at the
LC invitational. Tied for fourth
at the Peggy Kirk Bell tournament two weeks ago, Longwood turned in its second
By MON1QUE
straight impressive showing in
VOEHRINGER
a predominantly Division I
The
Longwood Lancer
field.
While Duke won easily with Baseball team suffered a hearta 296-298-301-895 on its home breaking loss to the Liberty
course, North Carolina carded University Flames 9-6, Monday
a 920 to finish just ahead of the afternoon. The Lancers were
Lady Lancers, Minnesota and down 1-0 in the first inning. By
the third inning they jumped to
Wake Forest.
Tina Barrett took her accus- a 3-1 lead.
In the middle innings the
tomed spot as Longwood's
Flames
took a 6-3 lead, but once
tournament leader with a 7277-77-226 for sixth place in a again the Lancers bounced
field of more than 60 golfers. back to tie the game at 6-6 in the
The Lady Lancers' No. 1 had an seventh inning.
In the top of the eighth inabundance of help. Marcia
Melone turned in a career-best ning the Lancers failed to score
performance with an 82-71-75- a runner from second base.
The Lancers are now 12-7.
228, good for an eighth place tie
in the individual race.
This failure enabled the game
Melone's second round 71 to gain momentum and in the
was three-under-par and tied bottom of the eighth inning the
her with Duke's Sarah LeBrun Flames rallied to score three
and Minnesota's Kate Hughes more runs. This made the score
for the event's best 18-hole 9 to 6 and this time Lancers
score. Gretchen Pugh was just a were unable to catch up in the
shade behind with a consistent top of the ninth.
77-78-75-230 - another career
Leading the Lancers in hitbest. Sophomore Ashley War- ting were junior catcher
ren shot 81-86-79-246 and se- Greylin Rice with two singles,

Longwood will be playing
this weekend at North Carolina
Wilmington's Azalea-Seahawk
Tournament. The defending
National Golf Coaches Association Division II champs will
play in the William & Mary Invitational the following week,
before starting preparations to
defend their title at the NGCA
Small College Nationals May 24 in
Dubuque, Iowa.

Baseball Loses By 3
Bill Conroy with two singles,
Mark Moeller with a double
and Jackson, Davis, and
Criscone also adding a hit
apiece.
Pitching were E.J. Bryant,
Butch Trent and finishing the
game, Steve Gedro.
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Gymnasts End Season
The win-loss record may not
show it, but Longwood's gymnasties team ended an improved season with a solid
showing in the Virginia State
Meet at James Madison Saturday.
In competition with three
Division I teams, Longwood
was fourth but trailed second
place James Madison by just
four points. William & Mary
with a 179.45, while JMU was
second at 172.55, Radford third
at 170.70 and then Longwood
168.55.
"Our team did really well,"
said Lancer coach Ruth Budd.
"Everybody pulled together
and we had a pretty good meet.
The team scores were close, after William and Mary. We were
hoping to get above a 170, but
we didn't quite do it."
While The Tribe's Jeanne
Foster ran away with allaround honors (37.1), several
Longwood gymnasts performed well. Lancer Cindy
Shelton was fourth all-around
with a 35.20 and finished third
on beam (8.65), seventh on floor
.<9.15) and eighth on bars (8.7).
Lynda Chenoweth was ninth
all-around (34.40) and fourth
on beam (8.6).
Freshman Natalie Taylor
turned in the second best floor
score in LC history, a 9-2, and
finished fifth.
"Natalie did a really good
job," praised Budd. "She was
having problems with her back,
but had a great routine anyway."
While Longwood finished
with a record of 3-15, Budd is
quick to point out that it isn't
fair to evaluate her team on its
win-loss record when the competition is 90 per cent Division I
teams.
"It bothers me that most
people talk about our poor

*£L PLANS FOR THE
\J*£: SPRING FORMAL
WILL BE COMPLETE
WHEH YOU
*
ORDER
^£j
THE...
I rr& • . t |
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0*4
THE
CORNER
ONLY ONE BLOCK
FROM THE HOSPITAL

CARTERS FLOWER SHOP
711 W.THIRb STREET

392-3151

record," said the coach. "They
we

pretty good season. We improved our scores from last
year and we broke several
school records (all-around,
beam and bars). It's just that
our competition is much
stronger."
Budd feels Longwood
should have a solid team next
season also, but she will miss
Tammy Zeller's skills and leadership.
"The State Meet was
Tammy's last competition. She
will be missed very much. She
was a captain for three years
and a solid all-around gymnast," said Budd.

Softball
Wins 3
The Longwood softball team
poured it on Saturday in the
UNC Wilmington Tournament
winning three of four games by
a total of 27-12. Longwood bettered its record to 9-3 by beating
Campbell 4-3, Radford 13-0,
and Coastal Carolina 6-4. LC'i
only defeat in the tourney came
at the hands of host UNC
Wilmington 5-4.
In other action last week,
Longwood took two from visitin
K Gannon Wednesday, winning 7-1 and 6-0 behind pitchers Stacey Thompson and Anne
Douglas Miller.
This week the Lady Lancers
will be on the road Tuesday for
a doubleheader at Ferrum College. Friday, coach Loretta
Coughlin will take her squad to
UNC Greensboro for another
tournament and will continue
home play Tuesday, April 12
against Virginia Wesleyan at
2:30.
Longwood needed eight innings to get by Campbell in the
first game of the tournament.
With the score tied 3-3 after
seven, Longwood retired the
Camels' first three batters in the
eighth. In tournament rules, the
offense places a runner on second base to start an extra inning and Longwood needed a
single by Pam Fitzgerald and a
double by Jill Everett to bring
the runner home along with a
4-3 win.
In game two sophomore
pitcher Cheryl Scharr got her
first start of the season and
shut-out the Highlanders 13-0.
Leading the offense was junior
shortstop Mary Dailey who
went 5-5 with four doubles and
three runs. Senior rightfielder
Tina Hall went 2-4 with four
RBIs.
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Final program for series Tues.
sively throughout Virginia and
the Southeast, and its productions have been seen in principal theaters around the country
from San Francisco to New
York City. National Public Radio and BBC broadcasts have
introduced the Virginia Opera
to opera-lovers worldwide.
NBC "Nightly News" has labeled the Virginia Opera "one
of the nation's very best
regional companies," and The
Detroit News praised the
"Buffa" is an Italian word Opera as "a model of
meaning comic or funny. The community involvement to
Virginia Opera's version fea- which all regional opera
tures talented young artists in companies can aspire."
In addition to its perfora fast-paced program that presents a contemporary story mance schedule, the Virginia
through famous operatic ex- Opera offers a variety of
cerpts. Everyday concerns - educational programs for Virhumorously familiar situations ginia schools. More than 60,000
- are set to witty, original dia- young people are reached each
year.
logue and lyrics.
New this season are three
Organized in 1975 in Noradditional
programs: a gradufolk, the Virginia Opera has
ate
Opera
Studio
in collaboraexpanded its programming in
Hampton Roads to four per- tion with Virginia Commonformances each of four main- wealth University; an open-tostage productions each season, the-public course in the operas
in addition to a four-perfor- of the 1987-88 season through
Old Dominion University; and
mance series in Richmond.
The company tours exten- a Young Artist Apprentice Program.

The Virginia Opera will present its popular BUFFA! program on Tuesday, April 5 at 8
p.m. in Longwood College's
Jarman Auditorium.
The program is the final offering in this year's Series of
the Performing Arts at
Longwood. General admission
is $4.50; the discount rate for
senior citizens, youth under 18,
and Longwood employees is
$3.50; Longwood students free
with college ID.

Does your financial plan
include the only investment
that offers
□
□
□
□
□

High Market-Based Interest
Guaranteed Earnings
Tax Advantages
No Risk
Automatic Savings?

Yes—if you buy today's U.S. Savings
Bonds through die Payroll Savings Plan.

US^avings Bonds *
America's favorite way to save!
(MIHI.
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Sun Worship
Commences
By KAREN BEATTIE
Hey, People! Spring is here,
and with it comes the chance to
get into outdoor activities.
Playing softball, hackeysack,
and tennis are a few of the
more rigorous things one can
do. But another activity ranks
right up there with the others sunbathing.
The roofs of the high rises
are open, and, although it is
only the beginning of April,
people are pulling out the suntan oil and towels and trekking
somewhere, anywhere, to worship the sun-god.
The sunbathers have various reasons for their worship.
Sophomores Amy Harrell and
Beanie Felch say: "You go to
Florida for spring break and
get a decent tan; you don't want
to lose it all before summer.''
Sophomore Diane Brown
comments, "You need to get a
base before you subject yourself to summer sun."
Others do it for looks.
Sophomore Susie Baca says,
"When you have a tan you look
and feel healthy!"
Some, though, don't think
that it is quite late enough to lay
out. Sophomore Audra Smith
says "Being so early in the season chances are the weather
will turn bad again." Others had
academic reasons. "I don't have
any time," says sophomore
Cheryl Jeffrey, "I have so much
homework I can't do much of
anything."
Also, several people expressed the need to shed a few
pounds before putting on a
bathing suit.
Junior Amy King sums it up
by saying, "It doesn't matter
what you do. Just make sure
you have a good time!"

New lake

Surprised? Find out how Bonds can
bring some fortune into your future . . .
ask about Payroll Savings where you
work today.
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By RYAN GILLS
Now that the weather has
decided to stay springlike, the
Longwood student body has
been bitten by a case of cabin
fever.
Students fall into a state of
exasperation when they break
from classes and have nowhere
to go. Then again that lovely
town we call home, Farmville,
recently purchased a lake
which is maintained for private
use. Permits to use the lake,
which has facilities for boating,
sunbathing, cookouts, and just
general fun are obtainable
through the Farmville town
office for a small fee.
Help fight off the springtime
blahs with a dose of sun and
fun. Get your permit today.
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Easter Egg Hunts
Abound
By GWEN W. NELMS
Peter, Peter Cottontail, hopping down the Easter trail, was
the central figure in everyone's
mind as the Panhellenic Council
sponsored an Easter egg hunt
for community children at
Longwood House March 31.
Of the 1,200 children invited,
300 arrived at 4:15 Thursday
afternoon from Prince Edward
Academy, Prince Edward
County Grade School,
Methodist Church Nursery
School, and Longwood College
Nursery School, and spent approximately 35 minutes hunting for several thousand candy
eggs which were hidden earlier
by members of the Panhellenic
Council.
The children, ranging from
pre-schoolers to fourth graders,
were given a helping hand by
33 sorority women who volunteered their time to help find the
eggs on Dr. and Mrs. Healy's
huge lawn.
According to Charlie
Warner, head of Greek Affairs,
Mrs. Healy was the perfect
hostess and helped to provide
refreshments for both the kids
and the adults.
Mr. Warner said, "Besides
this being an annual service
project for the community, it is
an enjoyable time for everyone
who participates."

On Thursday March 31st
Frazer Residence Hall on the
Longwood Campus held an
Easter Egg Hunt for the Head
Start and Special Education
children of the Farmville community.
The children played games
in the lobby and were then escorted on to the individual
floors to search for eggs. Each
of the floors had been decorated
with an Easter theme.
This event was organized by
the Residence Education Coordinator and Resident Assistants, Donna Armento, Stacey
Lee, Danielle Felch, Michelle
Woodbury, Joyce Lamond, Tim
Hale, Tom Marony, Mark Shelton, Mike Plum, as well as
Frazer Hall Council officers
Shari May and Andy Sadowski.
Frazer Residence Hall would
like to gratefully acknowledge
the following local establishments for their donations:
Revco, Hostess, Roses, Dominos, Merle Norman, Classic
Cuts, Rochette's, Woody's, Book
Nook, Longwood Bookstore,
Eddie's Supermarket and Video
Plus.
The generosity of these local
merchants helped to make
Frazer Hall's Easter Program a
huge success for the children as
well as the Longwood Students.
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Students Show Pride in Campus
Beautification discourages vandalism
By RYAN GILLS
Vandalism and its side effects have sickened the Longwood campus, but with groups
against vandalism spreading
and commitments to help in the
fight by students and faculty,
the disease is in remission.
Less broken glass and paper
have been strewn across campus. Sophomore Dana Alston
says he believes he knows several reasons for the decrease in
vandalism. Alston states,
"Longwood is spending more
money on beautification and
students are taking more pride
in their campus."
Alston also believes that the
warmer weather has turned
excess energy, which might be
one
possible cause of
vandalism, into energy spent
on recreational type activities.
School pride, fresh air, and a
positive commitment to beautification by the college are
helping Longwood fight the
dreaded disease, vandalism.

LAVA tO Wage

war on vandals

Photo by R. Bruoe C«nti

By DINA SIIIANO
A new organization has
erupted at Longwood this
semester. LAVA, Longwood
Against Vandalism Association,
is going to make some changes
around campus.
It's not a social club or an
academic club, rather a very
serious group of students
joining together to fight one of
Longwood's toughest problems:
vandalism.
Sebastian Volcker thought of
the idea of an organization to
stop vandalism. With the help
of Tom Richards, Assistant Director of Housing, (and advisor
to LAVA,) and some of his
The Lancer Cafe' Deck will aoon provide Longwood with friends, Volcker has come up
with a good sized group of stua place for dining al fresco.
dents who are not only conPhoto by R. Brueo Cant*
cerned with the amount of
vandalism, but are also willing
to put their pride in the school
to work by reporting the vandals.

Tom Thacker, senior and cofounder of LAVA, reported,
"The purpose of LAVA is to
show those students who
choose to destroy school property that they can't get away
with it. And they won't get
away with it!"
LAVA is backed by campus
police, but wants to stress the
fact that students reporting
any act of vandalism will be the
backbone of getting rid of vandalism altogether. Mark
Williams stated at the last
meeting of LAVA "It's an attitude change that will do it. Instead of telling your friend he is
cool for breaking a window,
state the opposite, tell him
whatajerkheis."
Any students interested in
joining the fight against vandalism are encouraged to attend the next LAVA meeting
Tuesday at 6 p.m. in the
Lankford building.

IT'S AMAZING!

CHEERS

m

This new Kiosk near Lankford will display vital information on campus events.

Come, enjoy the
company of friends
where the action is!

CUJB

I •

WLCX

MINOS PIZZA

IS NOW OPEN IN FARMVILLE!

SUNDAY

90.1 FM
MONDAY

TUESDAY

OPEN FOR LUNCH AT 11:00 A.M.
MON.-THUR.

11-1

AM;

FRI.

&

SAT.

11-2

longwood. Radio Station
WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

I

AM

2-4

PHONE 392-1820
1

2 FREE Cokes® with any 16" Pizza
Fast, Friendly
Free Delivery

392-1820

1

Noo n-2 PM1•JcheduLB Posted in New Smoker

NOW HIRING...DRIVERS AND
MANAGEMENT TRAINEES

i
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CLASSIFIED ldttUU3»
All persons are advised not
to trespass on the property of
Michael T. Rice and NorfolkSouthern Corporation off Route
600 in Cumberland County in
the area known as High Bridge.
Cumberland
County
Sheriffs Dept. and NorfolkSouthern Security have been
advised of recent incursions by
college students and any
violators will be prosecuted.
Michael T. Rice
EVT — Happy Birthday! I
love you — TMO
Loft for Sale — Single person, sturdy, stained, cheap!
passed fire inspection, brand
new contact Dina Stubbs 108:
392-7905
Alpha Sigma Alpha — Always so Awesome
We love our ASA Pledges —
Your Alpha sisters
Bobby, Delta, Sigma Phi —
Good luck Friday night! Love
— ASA
VISA

OBTAINED

EASILT!

Been

turned
down?
Bankrupt?
No
credit' No Problem! Write immediately (or details! Financial-Q
2 804 Old Thorsby Road. Clanton,
Aloboma 35045 2459 Enclose en
velope!

VISA-MASTERCARD!

WITHOUT

In-

vestigation1
Immediate
reply!
Finoncial Q 3 804 Old Thorsby
Road Clanton, Alabama 35045
245° Enclose envelope I
NEED MONET? When banks stop
We start... No credit checks
collateral or co-signers. For ap
plications write Global Box 112
O. Verbena Alabama 36091 0112
Enclose envelope

— FREE—

The window panes that
form a wall
Holds a box that's viewed
by suit's in this room that I
will lay
Until I'm found and taken
away
Chi
Wir suchen ein paar gute
Leute!
German 402, Advanced
Conversation, needs students
interested in writing and performing a take-off of "The Maltese Falcon". If you speak German and would like to take
part in the production and/or
course, contact Dr. Reynolds in
Grainger 012 (Ext. 256).
RESEARCH COLLOQUIA
OFFICE OF STUDENT
DEVELOPMENT
APRIL 12 & APRIL 14,1988
VIRGINIA ROOM
12:15-1:00 p.m.
SPEAKER: Dr. William S.
Moore, Student Development
Educator
TOPICS: April 12: The
College Student Experiences Questionnaire Results:
How Longwood Students Spend
Their Time
April 14: The A.C.E. —
C.I.R.P. Freshman Survey: A
Profile of the 1987-88 Longwood Freshman Class
ALL FACULTY AND
STUDENTS ARE INVITED
TO ATTEND.

7/^Debunfcer
BY JOHN HARVEY FURBAY PHD
I ADAM AND EVE WERE NOT
IT OOF OF THE GARDEN
EDEN FOR EATlKJC^
DOENFRunv

The Bible itory of Adam and
Ev« does not say, aa popularly
believed, that they were driven
from the Garden of Eden as punishment for eating the forbidden
fruit The punishment was pain
and sorrow in childbirth for Eve,
and thorns and thistles to make
Adam live by the sweat of his
brow Afterward, the Bible says
the Lord feared the two would
also eat of "the tree of life" and
live forever, so He drove them
from the Garden of Eden to sweat
and toil outside IU boundaries.

PREGNANCY TEST
All services confidential. Same
day results

HELP WANTED

S0UTHSIDE PREGNANCY
CENTER

Wanted Students

116 N. MAIN STREET
Above the Town of Farmville
Treasurer s Office.

24 HOUR HOT LINE

TO MM
• OFFICE HOURS*
TUES THURS 2-6 PM
SAT. 9 AM I PM

Earn extra money today, for
the holidays & Spring break
1988. No experience or investment
necessary,
opportunity to be your own
boss, work your own hours,
oarn unlimited Income, prizes
& trips.
Call today, Florida Sands
Promotions, (904) 674-4320.

FEATURES

Coming
Events
Mar. 28-Apr. 10 — Paul
Llewellwyn: "Painting and
Graphics" Showcase Gallery
Monday-Friday 9:00 a.m.-12:00
p.m. and 2:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday 2:00
p.m.-5:00 p.m.
Mar. 31-Apr.l — Longwood
College Dance Company Spring
Dance Concert Thursday and
Friday, 7:30 p.m. Jarman
Auditorium
Apr. 7 — Lancer Edition
Concert, Thursday, 8:00 p.m.
Molnar Recital Hall
Apr. 9 — Junior Art Exhibit
— Opening — Saturday, Bedford Gallery Reception 1:003:00 p.m. Monday-Friday 9:00
a.m.-12:00 p.m. and 2:00 p.m.5:00 p.m. Saturday and Sunday
2:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
Apr. 9 — Painting: How Do
You Make Purple? Workshop
by Jane Larew, Saturday, 9:00
a.m.-3:00 p.m., Bedford Building
Apr. 10 — An Introduction
To Oriental Rugs — Lecture —
Joseph Dye — Curator, Asiatic
Art, Virginia Museum, Sunday
3:00 p.m., Bedford Auditorium.
Reception following lecture.

Llewellyn
exhibit
Paintings and illustrations
by Paul E. Llewellyn, of Richmond, are on exhibit in Longwood College's Showcase
Gallery (1st floor hallway of the
Bedford Building) through
April 15.
Llewellyn received the B.F.A
degree from Virginia Commonwealth University in 1985 and
did graduate study at
Longwood last summer. He
teaches art in Henrico County
Schools.
The artist uses xerography
in his work. "The images are
selected, set up and then enhanced with color and drawing," he said. "I set up
situations that involve a
viewer's opinion or bring
thoughts or feelings to the
surface."
The public is invited to view
Llewellyn's work. Galley hours
are: Monday through Friday, 9
a.m. to 12 noon and 1 to 5 p.m.;
Saturday and Sunday, 2 to 5
p.m.

TYPISTS WANTED
Hundreds weekly at home1
WRITE
P.O. BOX 17,
CLARK. NJ 07066
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BMOC Contestants
The sisters of Zeta Tau
Alpha are proud to present their
annual Best Man on Campus
Contest. This year's contestants
are:
Chris Burton
Donny Celata
Tim Guthrie
Bobby Kemp
Chuck Miller
Nick Ruebel
Vann Staton
Kevin West
The contest will be held in
the Commons Room between
Curry and Frazer Friday, April
9 at 9 p.m.
Come out and support your
favorite
Best Man On Campus.

Need a roomie?
Having trouble finding a
roommate for fall of '88? We
have a sensible solution in the
Housing Office.
If you are not sure that you
have a roommate for the fall
then please take a minute, and
come by the Housing Office to
fill out a Roommate Search
Card.
We will match your card to
another that we consider to be
compatible. You will meet this
person on April 11, 1988 in the
Red, White and Green Room at
7:00 p.m.
Should the two of you not
feel harmonious together then
we will still have time to look

OCPP
Offerings
Check the schedule below
and sign up today for these important programs offered by
the Office of Career Planning
and Placement:
"The Transition: Bridging
that Gap from College to Work"
Tuesday, April 5 — 1:00 —
Placement Seminar Room
Setting Up a Budget:
Making Your Money Go a Long
Way" Thursday, April 7 — 1:00
— Placement Seminar Room
"Credentials Files: They
Can Be Important" Monday,
April 11 — 3:30 — Placement
Seminar Room
"Job Search: Last Minute
Questions: Ask Them Now!"
Tuesday, April 12 — 11:30-1:00
— New Smoker
"Student Teachers Mock
Interviews" Tuesday, April 19
—12:30 — Wynne Building

Special Interest
House
Plans are underway for an
International Floor beginning
next fall. Interested students
should contact Dr. Susan
Saunders, Dr. James Crowl, or
Luigi Agostino.

for someone else. These cards
are due April 6, 1988.
On April 12, 1988 there will
be an information meeting in
the Housing Office for anyone
with questions relating to the
sign-up process. This meeting
will take place at 7:00 p.m.
Reminder: Greeks, Special
Interest Houses, and Saved
Floors (if pre-arranged) — your
housing sign-up sheets will be
due on April 13, 1988. Please
start discussions and arrangements as soon as possible so
that all of you can get what you
need in housing accommodations. If you are having trouble
deciding then please come to
the Housing Office so that we
can find a way to solve the
problem.

Perini's
Italian Restaurant
PORK B-B-O (Regular and Cajun)
Pizzas
Pasta
Salads

Sandwiches
Tacos
Stuffed Potatoes

Daily Lunch Specials
High St.

ABC-ON
Farmville

392-5865

1
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Seniors and Grad Students:

MAKE
CREDIT

HISTORY
Get a new GM
vehicle and $400
and defer your
first payment
for 90 days*
Congratulations, graduates! At
GMAC we believe you deserve
credit for all that hard work.
That's why we developed the
GMAC College Graduate Finance
Program. It helps get you into the
Chevrolet, Pontiac, Oldsmobile,
Buick, Cadillac or GMC Truck of
your choice. It gets you going on
a credit history And it gets you
$400 plus a 90-day deferment
of start of payments. Finance charges accrue from
the date of purchase.
GMAC is proud to support America's college
graduates, and we're proud to be an Equal Credit

Opportunity Company.
See your participating General Motors Dealer
for more information. And start picking out the car,
van or light truck of your choice. Or we'd be happy
to send you a brochure that gives you all the details
of the GMAC College Graduate Finance Program,
just give us a call at 1-80O-2-DREAM-4.
•This deferral or payment option Is nor available In connection wrfth
other CMAC programs or In Michigan or fennsyrvania. or on vehicles wrfth
a cash selling price of $10,000 or less In New (ersey

^^S7 OFFICIAL SPONSOR OF

GMAC

CHEVROLET • PONTIAC ■ OLDSMOBILE • BUICK • CADILLAC - GMC TRUCK

L

